JAZZ AT LINCOLN CENTER
BACKGROUNDER

“We don’t just play jazz—we teach it, we write it, we dance it, we sing it, we present it, we photograph it, we film it, we produce it, we archive it, we record it, we broadcast it, we commission it, we celebrate it, we love it, we share it.” – Wynton Marsalis, Managing and Artistic Director, Jazz at Lincoln Center

The mission of Jazz at Lincoln Center is to entertain, enrich and expand a global community for Jazz through performance, education and advocacy.

We believe that Jazz is a metaphor for Democracy:
• Because jazz is improvisational, it celebrates personal freedom and encourages individual expression;
• Because jazz is swinging, it dedicates that freedom to finding and maintaining common ground with others; and
• Because jazz is rooted in the blues, it inspires us to face adversity with persistent optimism.

With the world-renowned Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra and guest artists spanning genres and generations, Jazz at Lincoln Center produces thousands of performance, education, and broadcast events each season in its home in New York City (Frederick P. Rose Hall, “The House of Swing”) and around the world, for people of all ages. Jazz at Lincoln Center is led by Chairman Robert J. Appel, Managing and Artistic Director Wynton Marsalis, and Executive Director Greg Scholl. Please visit us at jazz.org.

The 2014-15 season marks the 10th anniversary of the opening of Frederick P. Rose Hall, the home of Jazz at Lincoln Center and the cultural centerpiece of the development at Columbus Circle. The opening of the first performance art facility dedicated to jazz was the culmination of the spectacular rise in less than 20 years of Jazz at Lincoln Center from a three-concert series to a full, year-round program of
We don’t just play jazz—we celebrate it, we love it, we share it…”

On a Historical Note

In the mid-1980s, Lincoln Center, Inc. was looking to expand its own programming efforts to attract new and younger audiences and fill its halls during the summer months, when resident companies were performing elsewhere. Long time jazz enthusiasts on the Lincoln Center campus and on the Lincoln Center Board recognized the need for America’s music to be represented and lobbied to include jazz in the organization’s offerings. After four summers of successful concerts titled “Classical Jazz,” Jazz at Lincoln Center became an official department of Lincoln Center in 1991.

During its first year, Jazz at Lincoln Center produced concerts throughout New York City, including Brooklyn and Harlem. By the second year, Jazz at Lincoln Center had its own radio series on National Public Radio, began touring the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra (now known as the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra) and recording and selling CDs. By the fourth year, the jazz program reached international audiences with performances in Hong Kong and the following year in France, Austria, Italy, Turkey, Norway, Spain, England, Germany and Finland. In July 1996, Jazz at Lincoln Center was inducted as the first new constituent of Lincoln Center since The School of American Ballet joined in 1987, laying the groundwork for the building of a performance facility designed specifically for the sound, function and feeling of jazz.

Building the House of Swing

“The whole space is dedicated to the feeling of swing, which is a feeling of extreme coordination,” explained Jazz at Lincoln Center’s Managing and Artistic Director Wynton Marsalis of his vision for the new home of jazz, or the “House of Swing.” “Everything is integrated: the relationship between one space and another, the thousands of performance, educational and broadcast events for audiences of all ages. It represents the bricks and mortar confirmation of jazz as a uniquely American art form, on par with the most magnificent works of western classical music, dance, theater and film.
relationship between the audience and the musicians, is one fluid motion, because that’s how our music is.”

Under Marsalis’s direction, Jazz at Lincoln Center sought out world-renowned architect Rafael Viñoly and a team of acoustic engineers to create Frederick P. Rose Hall, the world’s first performance, education and broadcast facility devoted to jazz, in New York City. As the centerpiece of a $131 million capital campaign drive, the 100,000-square-foot facility opened in fall 2004 and features three concert and performance spaces (Rose Theater, The Appel Room and Dizzy’s Club Coca-Cola) engineered for the warmth and clarity of the sound of jazz.

In the spirit of jazz preservation and education, the new home also features The Nesuhi Ertegun Jazz Hall of Fame, which illuminates jazz’s rich history with a multimedia installation and tributes to jazz masters, and the Irene Diamond Education Center, comprising two education/rehearsal studios and a classroom.

**A Democratic Vision**

From down-home and elegant concert performances, to educational programs that bring the sound and feeling of jazz into the lives of audiences of all ages, to innovative collaborative programs with artists in diverse idioms, Jazz at Lincoln Center’s mission is to enrich people’s lives with jazz and perpetuate the democratic spirit of America’s music.

As Marsalis puts it, “Jazz is not merely music. Jazz is America—relationships, communication, and negotiations.” With this vision, Jazz at Lincoln Center seeks to nurture a world in which jazz is...

- celebrated for its ability to inspire individual and collective creativity.
- freely available and actively sought.
- considered to be an integral part of the American way of life.
- an active participant in the revitalization of American culture and a harmonizing force in the developing world consciousness.
“Jazz is not merely music. Jazz is America...”

Representing the totality of jazz, Jazz at Lincoln Center’s mission is carried out through four elements—educational, curatorial, archival, ceremonial—capturing, in unparalleled scope, the full spectrum of the jazz experience.

**Educational**  Jazz at Lincoln Center fosters the engagement and development of listeners of all ages who wish to appreciate and understand jazz. Through programs such as the celebrated Jazz for Young People® family concert series and the *Essentially Ellington* high school jazz band competition and festival, student musicians of all levels from elementary to postgraduate school can learn the art of jazz performance. Through a curriculum and other educational materials, Jazz at Lincoln Center offers assistance to educators from all disciplines and levels who wish to impart knowledge about jazz.

**Curatorial**  With the world-renowned Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra and an array of guest artists, Jazz at Lincoln Center produces a year-round schedule of performances, education and broadcast events for audiences of all ages, as well as residencies while on tour, recordings and publications in New York City and around the world.

**Archival**  Jazz at Lincoln Center maintains and develops a comprehensive library of original scores, transcriptions, arrangements, books, and artifacts that contribute to the fabric of jazz history. Through Warner Bros. Publications, Jazz at Lincoln Center has published more than 55 music scores of original arrangements by artists such as Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong, Count Basie, Fletcher Henderson and others.

**Ceremonial**  From parades and picnics to jam sessions and big-band battles, Jazz at Lincoln Center maintains and revives the great ceremonies of jazz.

**The Sound of Jazz at Lincoln Center**

Comprised of 15 of the finest jazz soloists and ensemble players, the world-renowned Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra has been Jazz at Lincoln Center’s resident orchestra since 1988. In addition to collaborations with symphony orchestras, ballet troupes, local students, and an ever-expanding roster of guest artists, Jazz at Lincoln Center
features the remarkably versatile Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra in nearly all aspects of its programming: national and international educational events and performances in concert halls, dance venues, jazz clubs, public parks, river boats, and churches.

From historic compositions, many which are rare, to Jazz at Lincoln Center-commissioned works, the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra has a vast repertoire, and spends much of the year on tour. The Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra performs compositions and arrangements by such jazz greats as Duke Ellington, Count Basie, John Coltrane, Fletcher Henderson, Thelonious Monk, Mary Lou Williams, Billy Strayhorn, Dizzy Gillespie, Benny Goodman, Charles Mingus, Sy Oliver, Oliver Nelson, and many others. Guest conductors have included Benny Carter, John Lewis, Jimmy Heath, Chico O'Farrill, Ray Santos, Paquito D'Rivera, Jon Faddis, Robert Sadin, David Berger, and Loren Schoenberg.


Since its inception, the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra has performed collaborations with many of the world’s leading symphony orchestras, including the New York Philharmonic, the Russian National Orchestra, the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, the Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, and London Symphony Orchestras, the Orchestra Esperimentale in São Paolo, Brazil, and others. From Vienne, France, to São Paulo, Brazil, education and performance residencies all over the world also have featured the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra.

The Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra regularly premieres works commissioned from a variety of composers, including its own members, Benny Carter, Joe Henderson,

Jazz at Lincoln Center Around the World

Jazz at Lincoln Center brings the spirit of jazz into the homes of millions of people around the world through live, free, HD-quality webcasts, and television and radio broadcasts. Concerts featuring the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra and hundreds of guest artists have aired or streamed around the world.

In 2014, Jazz at Lincoln Center banded with NPR Music and WBGO to create the next generation of jazz programming in public radio: Jazz Night in America. The initiative – public radio’s first program completely native to video and radio – airs on more than 100 stations nationwide.

Jazz at Lincoln Center has appeared on nine Live From Lincoln Center broadcasts, carried by PBS stations nationwide, with an appearance featuring the grand opening of Frederick P. Rose Hall in October 2004. Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra also appeared in a Thirteen/WNET production of Great Performances titled “Swingin’ with Duke: Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra with Wynton Marsalis.”
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